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Abstract
Image reconstruction of in-line holography depends crucially on the probingwave front used to
illuminate an object. Aberrations inherent to the illumination canmixwith the features imposed by
the object. Conventional rawdata processingmethods rely on the division of themeasured hologram
by the intensity profile of the probe and are not able to fully eliminate artifacts caused by the
illumination.Here we present a generalized ptychography approach to simultaneously reconstruct
object and probe in the optical near-field. Combining the ideas of ptychographic lateral shifts of the
object with variations of the propagation distance by longitudinal shifts, simultaneous reconstruction
of object and probewas achieved equally well for a highly aberrated and amildly disturbed probe
without the need for an additional wave front diffuser. Themethod overcomes the image deterioration
by a non-ideal probe and at the same time any restrictions due to linearization of the object’s
transmission function or the Fresnel propagator. Themethod is demonstrated experimentally using
visible light and hard x-rays, in both parallel beam and cone beam geometry, which is relevant for high
resolution x-ray imaging. It also opens up a new approach to characterize extendedwave fronts by
phase retrieval.

1. Introduction

In-line holography is awell-known technique to reconstruct the complex-valued transmission function o x y( , )
of a semi-transparent or transparent object from the (near-field) intensity distribution of the propagated exit
wave x y z( , , )ψ , which is recorded at some distance z behind the object in the detection plane [1]. Applications
are particularly important in the x-ray spectral range, providing full-field phase contrast imageswithout lenses
[2–4].Nanoscale resolution can be achieved by geometricmagnification of the hologram, if a (quasi-)spherical
wave is used as probingwave front p for the illumination of the object [2, 5]. Over the last few decades, advanced
phase retrieval algorithms have been devised to suppress the artifacts encountered in simple holographic
reconstruction based on back propagation of themeasured hologram [6–8]. These rely either on: (1)
linearization of the object’s transmission function o using the contrast-transfer function (CTF) for a sample with
weakly varying phase [4]; (2) linearization of the propagator [9, 10] as in algorithms based on the transport-of-
intensity equation (TIE); (3) awell-known compact support [11]; (4) a coupling between the object’s dispersion
and absorption properties (singlematerial assumption) [12].

Twomajor limitations restrict the applicability of in-line holographic imaging andmicroscopy: first,
restrictive assumptions about the sample such as the linearizationsmentioned above; second, idealizations with
respect to the probe pwhich is generally assumed to be a perfect plane or spherical wave [13, 14].Herewe
overcome both limitations by introducing a data recording and phase retrieval schemewhich uses lateral and
longitudinal shifts of the object in the beam to simultaneously reconstruct o and pwithout further constraints or
restrictions. This approach increases the diversity in the data by combining the advantages of longitudinal shifts,
as introduced byCloetens et al in the framework of linearized CTFs [4], with the simultaneous ptychographic
reconstruction of probe and object based on lateral shifts with overlap as introduced in [15–17]. Combining
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lateral and longitudinal shifts to enhance phase diversity has already been introduced by Putkunz et al, who
achieved superior reconstructionwhen the object is scanned in and around the focal plane of a compact probe
[18]. In this work, we extend this idea by generalizing the concept to simultaneous reconstruction and to the
extendedwavefronts typically used for propagation imaging, i.e. in contrast to [18] the probe does not have to be
compact.

The proposed scheme also overcomes the necessity for awave front diffuser, which has so far been inevitable
for generalizing ptychographic coherent diffractive imaging (PCDI) algorithms from the typical far-field case
with a compact probe [15–17] to the near-field settingwith extendedwave fronts [19]. The advantage is that
direct information about the probe (unperturbed by a diffuser) can be reconstructed.

Importantly, the generalized longitudinal ptychography approach (LPCDI) presented here does not need an
a priori knownor a priori reconstructed probe as in [18, 20], nor does it rely on any special properties of the
probe in the pupil or on a focal plane to reconstruct p from intensity data [18, 21]. In fact, not even a separate
recording of the probe (empty beam image/flatfield) as in [22] is needed. At the same time, the proposed scheme
allows for quantitative reconstruction of optically thick, extended and/ormulti-component samples, i.e. for a
general index of refraction n 1 iδ β= − + . Themethod is demonstrated first for visible light holography using
a standard optical bench, after that for parallel beamphase contrast x-ray imagingwithoutmagnification, and
finally for a cone beam setup enabling nanoscale resolution.

2. Theoretical background

LPCDI uses essentially two constraints for the reconstruction of object and probe: amagnitude constraint
applied to the propagated exit wave by projection onto the near-field intensity distributionmeasured in the
detector plane, and a separability constraint, which requires the exit waveψ behind the object to be a product of
the object’s transmission function o and the (extended) probe p

o p D p S o . (1)j
i i

j
k k i( ) ( )

1
(1 ) (1)k k

j

k

1,
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ ⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ψ = = Δ

→

Upper indices i( )denote lateral shifts, upper indices k refer to the kth iteration of the algorithm, and lower
indices represent translations along the optical axis.

The operator S i j( )→ shifts the object o r o r r( ) ( )i i( ) ( )⃗ = ⃗ + ⃗ from the (lateral) position i to the (lateral) position
j:
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where r i( )⃗ and r j( )⃗ are the vectors pointing to the center ofmass of the object at position i and j, respectively. The
shift operator S i j( )→ shall always act on the transmission function of the object, not on the probe; hence
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The Fresnel near-field propagator D [ ]aa b,
ψΔ formulated as a convolution [6] propagates a complex valued
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with  and 1− denoting the Fourier transform and the inverse Fourier transform, q q,x y the reciprocal
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λ
thewave number (withwavelength λ), and a b,Δ the distance between the (longitudinal)

position a and the (longitudinal) position b. Themagnitude constraint applied to the reconstructed exit wave
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where I j
i( ) are themeasured intensities at the detector and the index det indicates the detection plane. The

magnitude constraint feeds in themeasured data. From equation (5) it can be seen that this is accomplished by
replacing the reconstructed amplitudes at the position of the detector by themeasured ones while keeping the
reconstructed phase information.
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Next, probe and object are separated by
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respectively. The complex conjugate is indicated by *. In this formulation, updates for the probe take place at
defocus position 1. The parameters α and β (both [0, 1]∈ ) combine the previous with the new guess of the probe
and the object. Equation (6) can be interpreted in an intuitive way: noting that

S o S o S o
*i i i(1 ) (1) 2 (1 ) (1) (1 ) (1)k k k⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ ⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ ⎡⎣ ⎤⎦∣ ∣ =→ → → , the division by S oi(1 ) (1) 2k⎡⎣ ⎤⎦∣ ∣→ combined by themultiplication

by S o
*i(1 ) (1)k⎡⎣ ⎤⎦→ is similar to the division by S oi(1 ) (1)k⎡⎣ ⎤⎦→ . Assuming that P j
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( )k⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ψ and j
i( )k

ψ can be formulated

as a product of object and probe, in equation (6)only the component referring to the probe is left. Equation (6) is
a relaxed update of the probe assuming the corresponding exit wave to be amixture of the previously guessed

j
i( )k

ψ and P j
i

M
( )k⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ψ , and similarly for the object, see equation (7). One iteration consists ofm sub-iterations,

wherem is the number of recorded holograms, and is schematically depicted infigure 1. This algorithm is related
to the ePIEmethod [17, 23]. Finally, to correct errors in propagation distances, automatic focussing similar to
[24] can be applied during phase retrieval.

Near-field ptychography is initialized by a homogeneous amplitude and phase distribution for object and
probe.Where ameasured intensity pattern of the probe is available, one can equally use a back-propagated
version of this intensity pattern as starting guess for the probe. Convergence can bemonitored by calculating the
difference between reconstructed andmeasured holograms, the difference between the object/the probe in
successive iterations and by visual inspection of the current reconstruction during the phase retrieval process. In
particular, a reconstruction is considered to be successful, when no twin image components [25], (see footnote
3) are visible in object and probe. The number of iterations needed for convergence depends on the specific
experiments and the number of recorded holograms. The reconstructions presented herewere achieved in
about 20 global iterations. Furthermore, from a technical point of view, when deciding on the positions of the
object with respect to the detector, it is important to ensure sufficient sampling of the near-field propagator [26].
Equation (4) is properly sampled, if

Nd Md
1 and 1 , (8)

a b

x

a b

y

,

2

,

2

λΔ λΔ
⩾ ⩾

whereN andM are the number of pixels in the horizontal and vertical directions; dx and dy are the respective
pixel sizes. Either the distance a b,Δ or the size of the field of view Nd Mdx y× has to be chosen such that the
conditions given in equation (8) are fulfilled.

Figure 1. Sketch of one iteration of the near-field ptychographic phase retrieval algorithm. Equation labels refer to the equations given
in themain text.
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3. Experiments

The optical concept and phase retrieval algorithmwere demonstrated in three different experimental setups, the
first using a standard optical test benchwith aHeNe-laser, followed by two experiments at synchrotron
beamlines using hard x-rays in a parallel and amagnifying cone beam geometry, respectively.

For the visible light in-line holography experiment, a coherent,monochromatic, extended parallel beam
probewas generated by coupling the laser beam (wavelength 633 nm) to amonomode opticalfiber connected to
a collimator (model 60FC-L-0-M60–33, Schäfter+Kirchhoff, Germany) with numerical apertureNA=0.14.
For intentional beammodulation, a test pattern (photoresist on glass with logo ‘IRP’) was inserted into the beam
behind the collimator (modulation plane), see figure 2(a). The object (photoresist on glass with logo ‘GAU’) was
positioned by amotorized xyz-stage at a variable distance 13 cm z1⩽ ⩽ 19.4 cmbehind thefixedmodulation
plane, at distance 4.8 cm z2⩽ ⩽ 6.4 cm in front of the stationary CCDdetector (CoolSnapMyo, Photometrics,
USA).Holograms of the object were recorded as detailed in table 1, and as shown (illustrative examples) in
figure 2 (right column) for the case of (b) the native (non-modulated) probe and (c) themodulated probe. The
reconstructed phases of the probe (left column) and the object (center column) demonstrate phase retrieval
with very high image quality for both cases, i.e. a weakly and a stronglymodulated probe. Both logos
(representing object and beammodulator) can be reconstructed simultaneously with perfect separability of
features. Further details are given in3.

The reconstruction of the probemodulated by the ‘IRP’-structure preciselymatches expectations by
revealing the beammodulating object. For the native (unmodulated) probe shown in figure 2(b), it is not a priori
clearwhat to expect.We therefore analyzed the reconstructed phase front in terms of optical Zernike
polynomials.Motivated by the radial symmetry of the reconstructed phase, which exhibits a torus shape (in
addition to high frequency noise), we first performed a lowpass filtering step, followed by angular averaging (see

Figure 2.Visible light experiments. (a)Optical scheme for generalized near-field ptychographywith simultaneous reconstruction of
probe and object. The object can be shifted along (z) and perpendicular (x, y) to the optical axis. (b) Reconstruction of probe (phase)
and object (phase) as well as an exemplary hologram. (c) Reconstruction of probe (phase) disturbed by an additional test pattern and
object (phase) aswell as an exemplary hologram.Colors define different positions along the optical axis. Scale bars denote 0.5 mm.

3
See supplementalmaterial at stacks.iop.org/njp/17/073033/mmedia formore detailed information onmethods and procedures.
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figure 3(a) and left image in (b)). The resulting profile is wellfitted by a linear combination of four radial Zernike
polynomials with radial coordinate ρ [27]

f a b R c R d R e R( ) · ( ) · ( ) · ( ) · ( ) (9)2
0

4
0

6
0

8
0ρ ρ ρ ρ ρ= + + + +

with

R a( ) 2 1, (10 )2
0 2ρ ρ= −

R b( ) 6 6 1, (10 )4
0 4 2ρ ρ ρ= − +

R c( ) 20 30 12 1, (10 )6
0 6 4 2ρ ρ ρ ρ= − + −

R d( ) 70 140 90 20 1, (10 )8
0 8 6 4 2ρ ρ ρ ρ ρ= − + − +

as depicted infigure 3(a)where the dark blue curve shows thefiltered, reconstructed phase and the light blue
curve shows the corresponding linear combination of radial Zernike polynomials. Figure 3(b) shows thefitted
phase profile in two dimensions (right image) next to the filtered reconstruction (left image). Finally in
figure 3(c) the single components of equation (9)weighted by the prefactors b c d e, , , are shown.Hence, the
reconstructed phase profile infigure 2(b) revealsmild spherical aberrations of the beam collimating lens.

Table 1.Parameters for visible light in-line holography. Fresnel num-
bers F a z10

2 λ= are defined by a characteristic size of a d10Δ= ,
where dΔ is the pixel size and λ is thewavelength.

object photoresist (1.4 μm) on glass

beammodulation no/photoresist (1.4 μm)on glass

geometry parallel beam

wavelength [nm] 633

pixel size [μm] 4.54

number of pixels 1940× 1460

accumulation time [ms] 10× 6

sample–detector dis-

tances[cm]

6.52, 6.12, 5.69, 5.29, 4.87

F10 0.050, 0.053, 0.057, 0.062, 0.067

# holograms 80 (5 defocus planes,

eachwith 16 lateral shifts)

image corrections dark image, faulty pixelmask

[mm] 0.85(h), 0.68(v)

Figure 3. (a) Lowpassfiltered and angular averaged profile of the reconstructed probe depicted infigure 2(b). Red curve: Intensity
profile; dark blue curve: phase profile; light blue curve:fitted linear combination of radial Zernike polynomials. (b) Lowpassfiltered
phase profile in two dimensions alongwith the two dimensional representation of thefit provided in (a). (c) Single radial Zernike
components with their respective weights. Their summation is shown in the right image of (b).
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Next, generalized ptychographic phase retrieval for the important case of full-field phase contrast
radiography is demonstrated. Experiments were performed using the pink beammodewith thefirst harmonic
centered at photon energy E=18.77 keV at the insertion device beam line ID19/ESRF [28], well known for
seminal developments and applications of phase contrast x-ray imaging (x-ray propagation imaging) [4]. Again,
the goal of the experiment was to demonstrate that the native probe of the beamline can be reconstructed
simultaneously with the object, overcoming the restrictions inherent in the conventional empty beam
corrections. Near-field images of a tungsten test pattern (3μmoptical thickness) were recorded, translating the
object at variable distances z ∈ [86.8 cm, 87.7 cm]with respect to the stationary detector; see table 2 for all
experimental parameters. For high resolution x-ray detection, a Gd3Ga5O12:Eu single-crystal scintillator of
10 μmthickness with an opticalmicroscope of 20× magnification (NA = 0.4) and a fast read-out CCD
(FReLoN2k, ESRF)was used [29].

The results are shown in figure 4. The exemplary near-field image (a) recorded in the direct contrast regime
(F 0.84210 = ) shows some near-field speckles [30]. These artifacts are completely removed in the reconstructed
object function o∣ ∣ (b), which is obtained alongwith the complex-valued probe (c) and (d). A distinct separation
of object and probe is thus achieved. Themeasured intensity profile of the probe (figure 4(e))-though not used
during phase retrieval—compares well with the reconstructed intensity profile (figure 4(f))-validating the
reconstruction of the probe.

In the following, the reconstruction of o and p is demonstrated for the important case of x-ray propagation in
cone beam geometry. By geometric divergence of the illuminating probe, a near-field image of a nano-scale

Table 2. Setup for x-ray holography (ESRF/ID19).

object W (3 μm)

beammodulation no

geometry parallel beam

wavelength [nm] 0.066

pixel size [μm] 0.70

number of pixels 2048× 2048

accumulation time [s] 0.1

sample–detector distances [cm] 87.67, 87.37, 87.07, 86.77

F10 0.842, 0.845, 0.848, 0.851

# holograms 64 (4 defocus planes,

eachwith 16 lateral shifts)

[mm] 0.21(h), 0.21(v)

Figure 4. (a) An exemplary hologram recorded at ID19/ESRF. (b) Reconstructed amplitude of the object. (c) Reconstructed intensity
of the probe at 87.7 cmupstream the detector. (d) Reconstructed phase of the probe at 87.7 cmupstreamof the detector. (e)Measured
intensity profile of the probe. (f) Reconstructed intensity profile of the probe at the detector. Scale bars denote 0.3 mm.
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object can bemagnified tomacroscopic detector size [2]. The required x-ray nano-focusing to a quasi-point
source often leads to significant probe aberrations, whichmake simultaneous reconstruction particularly
desirable for this case. To this end, the generalized near-field ptychographywas adapted to account for different
magnifications of object and probe, as detailed in (see footnote 3). According to the Fresnel scaling theorem [6],
themagnifying cone beam geometry is equivalent to the parallel beam case, up to a variable transformation,

which reduces the pixel size according to the geometricmagnification M
z z

z
1 2

1
= +

, and changes the propagation

distance to an effective length z
z

Meff
2= . Here z1 is the distance between the focal plane and the sample plane, and

z2 is the distance between the sample plane and the detector plane (see also footnote 3).Magnifying cone beam
x-ray holographywas performed using theGINIX-setup of beamline P10/DESY [31, 32], at photon energy
E=7.9 keV. The undulator beamwas focused by aKirkpatrick–Baezmirror systemonto an x-raywaveguide
consisting of a lithographically defined air channel in silicon (91 nm × 70 nm × 1mm) [33], to achieve a nearly
perfect (coherent andmodefiltered) probe for x-ray holographywith nanoscale resolution [10, 34, 35].

Theminimal distance z1 betweenwaveguide and sample (‘IRP’-logo test chartmade of 205 nmgold and
3 nm titanium)was 1.5 cm, resulting in amagnification ofM=342. The sample was then shifted downstream
within an interval of 2.5 mm to seven positions along the optical axis, with lateral translation, and at constant
distance z z 5.131 2+ = mfrom thefiber-coupled CCDdetector (sCMOS, Photonic Science, UK), equipped
with a scintillator (15 μmGdOS:Tb), see table 3 for further experimental parameters.

Figure 5 shows an exemplary hologram (with effective Fresnel number defined for a typical structure size of
10 pixels F 15.6e 310 = − ) of the test pattern in thewaveguide beam (a), alongwith the corresponding
reconstructions of the object’s amplitude (b) and phase (c), as well as the complexwave guide probe (d, e). To
speed up convergence, twin image artifacts were suppressed during thefirst iterations of phase retrieval similar
to themethod proposed in [36]. The example shows that high quality reconstructions of o can be obtained in this
highly holographic andmagnifying regimewithout any support constraint as in [11], or regularization
parameters to reduce the effect of zeros in theCTF [6]. At the same time the probe reconstruction proves that the
wave front of the beam exiting thewave guide is well described by a spherical wavewith aGaussian envelope.
Again themeasured intensity (figure 5(f)) and the reconstructed intensity of the probe (figure 5(g)) agreewell.
Note that themeasured flatfield is of slightly lower intensity, because thewaveguide slowly drifted during the
measurement.

This experiment demonstrates that LPCDI can reconstruct o and p also in a deep holographic regime in cone
beamgeometry (see figure 5(a)) relevant for high resolution x-ray imaging. Furthermore, LPCDI is well suited
for high resolution imaging: the resolution of the reconstructed object is between 50 and 75 nm (half period)
with lownoise in the high frequency range (see power spectral density infigure 5(h) aswell as selected horizontal
and vertical profiles (i–j) for which error functionswere adjusted to determine their steepness).We attribute the
anisotropy in the resolution (see figure 5(h)–(j)) to beam fluctuationswhich aremore pronounced in the
vertical direction.

Table 3. Setup for x-ray holography (DESY/P10)

object Au+Ti (205 nm+3 nm)

beam

modulation no

geometry cone beam

wavelength [nm] 0.157

eff.pixel

size [nm]

19.1, 19.2, 19.8,

20.4, 21.0, 21.7, 22.3

number of pixels 1920× 1080

accumulation

time [s]

2 × 3

focus–detector

distance [m]

5.13

focus–detector

distance [mm]

15.00, 15.04, 15.46,

15.96, 16.45, 16.96, 17.45

eff. F10 15.6e 3, 15.7e 3, 16.1e 3,− − −
16.6e 3, 17.2e 3, 17.7e 3, 18.2e 3− − − −

# holograms 14 (7 defocus planes, 2 exposures each)

[μm] 1.4
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4. Summary and conclusion

In summary, we have generalized ptychography to the near-field setting, enabling simultaneous probe and
object reconstructionwith extended beams, without the need for anywave frontmodification (for example by a
diffuser). The necessary diversity in the data is generated by lateral and longitudinal shifts of the object in the
beam. Importantly, the presented LPCDI approach overcomes the conventional linearizations of the object’s
transmission function or the propagation distance, as well as the inaccurate raw data correction scheme of
dividing themeasured holograms by the empty beam intensity pattern. In fact, no empty beam recordings are
necessary at all.While near-field holography is per se compatible with a smaller spatial coherence length than far-
field CDI [37], it is interesting to note that the present LPCDI approach could be directly enhanced bymulti-
modal reconstruction as shown for the far-field in [38]. For longitudinal (spectral) coherence the requirement of
keeping the relative bandwidth small compared to the number of resolution elements can also be achieved easily
[39]. The LPCDImethod has been demonstrated experimentally for visible light and for x-rays, both in parallel
and cone beam geometry. In particular, the example in figure 2 shows that reconstruction is successful evenwith
strong phase shift of the object and large propagation, regardless of whether the probingwave front is nearly
perfect or highly perturbed.Hence, it can also be used as a tool to characterize wave fronts in amplitude and
phase.

As an outlook, wemay speculate onwhether LPCDI could also be used for super-resolution. In particular we
consider the following setting: we are interested in the fine structure of an object, which diffracts components
beyond the numerical aperture of the detector. This object inwhichwe are ultimately interested in is now treated
as a beammodulator. A specially designed ‘reporter object’ is placed downstream from this sample, close enough
to ensure a high numerical aperture. The ‘reporter object’ is nowdesigned in such away that thewaves encoding
high spatial frequencies of the sample reach the detector. Onemay argue that such a reporter could verywell be
called an object lens. The difference, however, is that, augmented by phase retrieval, such a lens could be highly
aberatedwithout impeding clean reconstructions both of amplitude and phase.Many x-ray optics which

Figure 5. (a) An exemplary x-ray hologramof the test pattern recorded in themagnifying cone beam setup atDESY/P10.
(b) Reconstructed amplitude of the object. (c) Reconstructed phase of the object. (d) Reconstructed intensity of the probe 15 mm
behind thewaveguide exit. (e) Reconstructed phase of the probe 15 mmbehind thewaveguide exit. (f)Measured intensity profile of
the probe. (g) Reconstructed intensity profile of the probe at the detector. (h) Power spectral density of (c). (i) Selected horizontal cut;
the full width at halfmaximum (FWHM)of the respective edges was determined by adjusting error functions. (j) Selected vertical cut;
same analysis as in (i). Scale bars denote 2 μm.
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functionwell for focusing are not used as objective lenses, precisely due to these aberrations. It remains to be
shown that the generalized ptychographic scheme of LPCDI presented here can provide clear and quantitative
images for such settings.
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